
The Amazing 
SG Journey ®



This unique teambuilding activity not 

only takes participants to various parts 

of Singapore on wheels, it creates 

opportunities to reach out to the 

communities. It will be enriching, 

meaningful and exciting.

This will be a journey like no 

other!



The AMazing Sg 
journey

This Journey consists of a mystery 
destination (aka. End point) with 2 
De-tours, 1 Rest Stop and 1 Stopover 
included in the journey to the 
destination.

Duration: 4 to 5 hours.

Customisable Programme : 

Duration is decided by the organisation by adjusting 

the number / location of De-tours.



An Overview

team



Due to the current situation (endemic), 
the Head of the organization can decide 
if all teams gather at a location to flag 
off the race / journey or each team start 
from their respective venues (eg. one of 
the team member’s house). 

Start point 



Teams of 5 
Every team is assigned to a 
Custom Officer (aka. Facilitator), 
who will monitor the teams’ 
movements, disseminate clues, 
receive the team’s completed tasks 
and provide assistance if required. 
All done realtime through 
Whatsapp!



De-tours

Each team is given 7 categories of places 
to choose from in Singapore.

[Categories: World’s first, Everything 
Manmade, SG 1st, SG last, Green Plan, 

Lighthouses, Uniquely SG]

And at each of these places, they have 
to complete 1 of the 3 tasks given to 

them.

[Categories: Chop Chop Ka Li Pok, Rojak, Kia-
su/Kia-si/Kiam-siap]

Participants discovering more of Singapore and having fun completing the challenges



Stopover

Each team will be given a beneficiary’s  
address (from a NGO) and a list of daily 
necessities he/she needs.

The team has to shop, buy, pack and 
deliver the items to the beneficiary.

Chat with the beneficiary and take a 
group picture (with permission).

Participants reaching out to the community 



Rest stop

Each team can either choose their 
own local food stalls (in hawker 

centres or coffeeshops) or go to one 
given by the organiser.

Team members will eat, fellowship 
and fill in a log sheet together 

together that describe the 
uniqueness of the food stall and 

each participant.

Participants supporting local stalls and bonding through food



Criteria

•Completing all tasks at Rest Stop, 
Stopover and Detours

•Number of Detours visited

•Reaching Destination on time

Scoring 



Digital postcard 
Each group will receive one 

at the end of the event 



Expect … makan & interactions, fun & 
laughter, pondering & learning.

This will be a journey like no other
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